Tupelo’s Newest Attraction
Here’s a look at what you will experience!
Hours: Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

THE ELVIS STORY:
An interactive, larger-than-life giant comic book about...
• Elvis’ family life
• Elvis’ childhood
• Elvis & Captain Marvel Jr.
• Elvis’ ties to modern day attractions

TUPELO HISTORY:
An interactive story timeline about...
• Chickasaw Indian Heritage
• Tupelo and the Railroad
• The Civil War in Tupelo
• Civil Rights Movement
• Modern History

“THINGS TO DO” VIDEO WALL:
A digital video wall display with interactive touchscreensto learn more about...
• Attractions
• Festivals
• Shopping, Dining, and Entertainment
• Tupelo Furniture and Flea Markets
• Outdoor Recreation

“THINGS TO DO” MINI EXHIBITS:
An immersive, multi-interactive mini exhibits with viewmasters, video, and VR displays about...
• Tupelo Automobile Museum
• HealthWorks! Kids Museum
• Natchez Trace Parkway
• Tupelo Buffalo Park

TUPELO SPIRIT STORIES:
Individual portraits of Tupelo’s icons will be mounted on digital screens and rotating elements so you can learn the stories behind...
• John Mills Allen
• Ikey Savory
• The Reed Family
• Alice Little
• A.M. Strange

ELVIS’ INFLUENCES & THE AUDIO EXPERIENCE:
Engaging 30 to 60 second audio clips of Elvis’ childhood musical influences and genres such as...
• Gospel
• Country
• Blues

Did you know Bruno Mars was influenced by Elvis?

Tupelo swag will be available to purchase in the NEW RETAIL SPACE!

Imagine what you can do here!